The Stokes drift velocity for random surface gravity waves is given in. terms of the directional energy spectrum. The drift velocity is evaluated for empirical forms of the spectrum for fully developed seas. The result is that the surface drift velocity increases linearly with increasing wind speed and the ratio of surface drift speed to wind speed at 19.5 meters is between 1.6 and 3.6%. The stokes drift velocity may therefore contribute significantly to the total mean surface currents in the ocean.
Bye [1967] computed the Stokes drift for the equilibrium range ((0 -5 law portion) of the wind wave spectrum, and Chin and Pierson [1969] have computed examples of the surface drift for the whole North Atlantic. The application made here to fully developed seas uses the empirical spectral forms of Pierson and Moskowitz [1964] , giving the result that the ratio of Stokes drift speed at the surface to wind speed at 19.5 meters is between 1.6 and 3.6%. The Stokes drift decreases rapidly within a few meters of the surface. Stokes drift. Assume a statistically stationary and horizontally homogeneous wave field and let the surface displacement •'(x, t) be represented by In applying equation 5 to the ocean, the fact that the integration in (8) was extended to infinite frequencies, whereas the spectral form is not well known for frequencies greater than about 10 ttz (above which surface tension effects become important), probably does not effect the values in (12) and (13) very much. For example, the contribution to U2(0) from frequencies in the range 10 ttz _< v _< • is only 2.4% for a wind speed of 10 m/sec and 1.2% for a wind speed of 20 m/sec. Friction may have an important influence on the Stokes drift, and this influence has not been taken into account. However, the results of Longuet-Higgins [1953] and Chang [1969] indicate that the surface drift may be nearly unchanged by friction, although the gradient of the drift velocity near the surface may be doubled.
A more serious limitation on the application of (5) to the ocean is that for fully developed seas wave breaking occurs, and this violates the first condition in (6) under which (5) was derived. It is also unclear to what extent the irrotational theory, on which (5) is based, holds for an active wind wave field. Therefore, the values in (12) and (13) should be considered only as estimates of the Stokes drift velocity for fully developed conditions in the deep ocean.
